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SECTION I

1. Define absolute value function ixl.

2. Define least upper bound fot a set 4 g R .

la )3. Find inf(A) if A = {1. n. rulln)
t"t^ - )\4 Find liml""'- 1.,--\zn _ 2 )

5. Define the limit of a real sequence.

6. Write the harmonic series. ls it convergent?

7. Define Cauchy sequence.

a. let .- ] and a = 3, then finci the e - neighborhood, V.la) o't a.
2

9. Define closed set in IR. Write an example for closed set.

10. Define perfect set in lR. (10 x 1 = 10 Marks)

P.T.O.



SECTION II

Answer any eight questions

11. Show that, two real numbers a and b arc equal if and only if for every real

number e>0 it follows that l, - b]..-

12. Prove that V3 is irrational.

13. Using triangle inequality prove the inequality lal lOll < a - Ol

14. Lel AqR be bounded above, and let ceR. Define the set c+A by

61 fi= ls + a'. a e A). Show that sup(c + /) = 6 -1- 5up4 .

15. showthatrr(d)=1.

16. Show that every convergent sequence is bounded.

17. Let liman = a, and limb, = b, then prove that lim(a, + b)= a + 6.

18. Show that if (b,)-+ b, then the sequence of absolute values lb,l converges to lol.

19. Write the examples for

(a) Sequences (x,) anO (y,), which both diverge, but whose sum (x,+yn)
conver9es;

(b) A convergent sequence (b,) with b, * 0 for all n such that (t/0, ) aiverges.

20. Prove that lhe sequence defined by x, = 3 3n6 r,u = .L converges.
4-Xn

21. Show that, sub sequences of a convergent sequence converge to the same limit
as the original sequence.

22. Show that, every convergent sequence is a Cauchy sequence.

23. Lel a € A. Prove that a is an isolated point of A if and only if there exists an
€ - neighborhood V.(a) such that v.(a)an={a}.

24. Show that if K is compact, then supK and inf K both exist and are elements
of K.

25. Prove that cantor set is a Compact set.

26. Let E is nowheredense in lR, then show that the complement of E is dense in R.
(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION III

Answer any six questions

27. Assume s€R is an upper bound for a set AgR. Then, show that s=supA if
and only if, for every choice of e>0, there exists an element a€A satisfying
s-e<0.

28. State and prove Nested lnterval Property.

29. Show that the set of rational numbers, Q is countable.

30. Given any set 4, prove that there does not exisl a lunclion f '. A -> P(A) that is
onto-

31. Assume liman = a and limb, = b, = b, then show that

(a) lt an >0 forall nEN,thena>0.

(b) lf a" : b, for all n c N, then a . b.

32. Show that; iI xn<yn < z, Vn €N, andif limxn =limzn=1, then limy, = / .

33. lf a sequence is monotone and bounded, then show that it is convergent.

34. Showthat;f;-, 1" 
is convergent.-"-' nz

35. Prove that, a point x is a limit point of a set A if and only if x=liman. for some

sequence (a,) contained in A satisfying an + x for all n eN.

36. For any A gR, Show that the closure A is a closed set and is the smallest

closed set containing 4.

37. l'f K1- Kz = Ks 
= 

K+ ) ... is a nested sequence of nonempty compact sets, then

show that, the intersection fltrK, is not empty.

38. Prove that the set of real numbers IR cannot be written as the counlable union of
nowhere-dense sets.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION IV

Answer any two questions

39. Prove that
(a) Given any number x €lR, there exists an n € N satisfying /? > x.

(b) Given anyreal numbery> 0, there exists an n€ N satisfying t .r.
n

(c) For every two real numbers a and b with a < b,= a rational number r,
satisfyinga<r<b.

40. (a) Show that, there exists a real numberaeRsatisfyinga2=2.
(b) Find suprema and lnflma of the following sets.

(i) {n €N : n2 <'lO}

(ti) {-::m,n eN withm-n-10}
m

41. (a) State and prove Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem.

(b) Prove or disprove: Every Bounded sequence of real number are convergent.

42. Show that
(a) Cauchy sequences are bounded.
(b) A sequence converges if and only if it is a Cauchy sequence.

43. (a) State and prove Cauchy Criterion for Series.

(b) Using Alternating Series Test, test the convergen ce ot Z;=rfl| .

44. (a) Show that
(i) The union of an arbitrary collection of open sets is open.
(ii) The intersection of a finite collection of open sets is open.

,0, ,-", , = f 
_ 

111, , . 
^ 

l,

[n+1 )
(i) Find lhe limit points of B.
(ii) Does I contain any isolated points?

(iii) Find closure of B, I .

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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PART - A
Answer all the questions.

'1. write 81, 1 
in thuforrnof anlb.

I

z rind(f.
3. Which of the points -i,2i,1-2i,-3 is farthest from origin?

4. Write Eulefs formula.

5. Give an example of a bounded set and unbounded set.

6. Describe the ra nge of f(z)= z 15, ne(z) > O.

7. Define analytic function and give an example.

8. State the fundamental theorem ofAlgebra.

9. Write za - 16 in factored form.

10. Find [(lr' -s, * ip, along the line segment from z = i to 1.
C

(10x1=10Marks)
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PART _ B

Answer any eight questions.

1 r Find the ouotrent 
(6 

'- 
(1' 3l)

' l_1_ i) 2

12. Show that Re(z) = -lm(z) for any complex number z.

13. Express I +.r6i in polar form and hence Iind ,rg(1*.tr3,).

14. State and prove De Moivre's formula.

15. Find the limit of the sequence t4wnerez".f,+{n.

16. Find lim = z2 -22+1.
z'-rzi

17. Using C R equations, show that f(z)=x2+y+i$r2-r) i" not analytic at any
point.

rc. tt f (z) is an analy,tic function and f'(z) = 0 everywhere in the domain then

prove that f(z) is a constant in the domain.

19. Prove that sinz=0 if and only if z=ktr.

20. Find dddz if w = explsin2z)-

21. Prove the identity cosh2 z sinh2 z = 1 .

22. Find all values of (-2f .

23. Find the principal value of (if'.

24. Show that le^dt =2i .

o

25. Find an upper bound ro ,lt*rlwhere c is the cir cre ly'= 2 .

26 Evaluate f ldz where C ts the half circle in the counter clockwise direction

.loining-iandl.
(8x2=16Marks)
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PART _ C

Answer any six questions.

27. Describe the set ol points z satisfying lz +2 =lz-11.

28. Write the quo tient fi! in polar form.

29. Find all cube roots ol "D+i"D.

30 tf timt(z)= A, !i;gs(4= e, then show that rtm"f(2fu(z)= AB.

, x-1-iv31. Express flz)- -;z ^ in terms ol z and 2.
lx -1f + y'

32. Check the differentiabilily of f(z) z.

33. Prove that ez is entire and find its derivative.

3+. lf f(z)= u(x,y)+ i v(x,y) is analytic in a domain D then prove that u(x,y) and
v(x,y) are harmonic in D.

35. Find poles and their multiplicities for tlz)=92:3iEi
(z-2)\z'+11

30. Find l,m 
t'n z 

-z,O Z

37. Show that sin-1(z) is a multiple valued function and

sin-'(z)= -rrosfz+ ( - l)*1

38. State deformation invariance theorem. Using this prove Cauchy's integral' theorem.
(6x4=24Marks)
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PART _ D

Answer any two questions.

ss. (a) Compute (1+ l)24

2n
(b) Find I coso ede.

J
0

I -2 ,,\100
(c) Compute the derivative of | '.

lz'+1)
40. State and prove lhe necessary condition for a function to be differentiable at a

point zo.

41. (a) Construct an analytic function whose real part is u(x,y)= x3 -gyyz *n -

(b) Verify that u(x,y)=s'31.t is harmonic in its region of definition.

42. (a) lt z+0,define logz. Find tog(t+i), tog( i).

(b) Determine the domain of analyticity for f(z): log(32- i). Compute f'(z).

43. (a) Evaluate l(, - aYa, where Cr is the cicle lz - zol: r .

Ct

(b) Let fbe a continuous function in the domain D. lf fhas an antiderivative in D,
prove that every loop integral of f in D vanishes.

44. (a) Evaluate b -i dz.
I ^z'-gzt=z

(b) Determine the possible values of | 1 dz where r is any positively' lz-a
oriented simple closed contour not passing through a.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

P - 24a5
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SECTION I

Answer all the questions.

1. Define Reflexive and transltive properties of a relation R on a set.

2. Let N represent the set of natural numbers and + represent usual addition, verify
whether the structure (N, +) form a group or not?

3. Show that the identity element in a group is unique.

4. Find inverse of 13 in (zzo, +zd.

5. Write the permutation (1235) (413) as a product of disjoint cycles.

6. Find the order of the following permutation (1 4).

7. Define Group lsomorphism.

8. Consider the group za, under addition modulo 4. Let H = {0, 2} be a subgroup.
Then find all Ieft cossets of H.

L Define Normal subgroup.

'10. Define Kernel of a group Homomorphism.
(10x1=10Marks)
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SECTION II

Answer any eight questions.

1 1. Verify whether the set of integers form a group under usual multiplication or not?

12. Write an example for non-abelian group.

13. Define center of a group with example.

14. Prove that in any group, an element and its inverse have the same order.

15. lf a and b are group elements and ab + ba ptove thal aba + e .

16. Find all generators of 26 and ZB.

11 z s 4 5 61 11 2 3 4 5 6l
'17. Letct=l .land ll='. | =Find paand ap.

L2 1 3 5 4 6) 16 1 2 4 3 5l

18. Find an isomorphism from the group of integers under addition to the group of
even integers unde[ addition.

19. Prove that Sa is not isomorphiclo D12.

20. Let G be the real numbers under addition and let G be the positive real
numbers under multiplication. Then show that G = G .

21. Suppose that / is an isomorphism from a group G onto a group G. Then show

that /-1 is an isomorphism from G > G.

22. Prcve that the set of automorphisms of a group and the set of inner
automorphisms of a group are both groups under the operation of function
composition.

23. Show that, for each element a in a group G, there is a unique element b in G
such that ab = ba = e.

24. let a,b e G , where G is a group, then show that (abf1 = 6:s-t .

25. Let G be a group and Ha nonempty subset of G. lf ab'1eH whenever a and b
are in H, then Show that H is a subgroup of G.

26. Show that, the center ot a group G is a subgroup of G.

(8x2=16Marks)

2 P - 2486



SECTION III

Answer any six questions.

27. Show that the set of ntuples over lR, Rr = {(xr,x2,.....-xn):xuxr,...... x, elR}

form an abelian group under component wise addition.

28. Lel H be a nonempty finite subset of a group G. lf H is closed under the operatjon
of G, then show that H is a subgroup of G.

29. State and prove fundamental theorem of cyclic groups.

30. Show that every group is isomorphic to a group of permutations.

31. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let a and b belong to G. Then prove that aH = Ha

if and only if H - aHa 1 
.

32. Show that, a group of prime order is cyclic.

33. Prove that a group of order '12 must have an element of order 2.

34. Prove that a subgroup Hof G is normal in G if and only if xHx-1 =H,Vx in G.

35. Let G be a group and let H be a normal subgroup of G, then show that the set

/, = bulae\ is a group under the operation (aH\bH)=. ab+ .

36. Let G be a group and let Z(G) be the center of G.lf GIZ(G) is cyclic, then show

that G is Abelian.

37. Suppose that {.Zuo-+2.,u is a group homomorphism with/(7)=6. Find /(x).

(6x4=24Marks)

I

38. Find all Abelian groups (up to isomorphism) of order 360.

P.2M



SECTION IV

Answer any two questions.

39. (i) Define

(a) a Group,

(b) Abelian group

(c) Cyclic group

(ii) Let G is the set of all 2 x 2 matrices whose determinant is non zero. Prove
that G form a group under matrix multiplication. ls this group Abelian?
Justify?

(iii) Let G is the set of all 2 x 2 matrices. ls G a group under matrix
multiplication?

40. (i) Let G be a group, and let a < G. Then, show thal (a) is a subgroup of G.

(ii) Deflne the Centralizer of an element in a group G.

(iii) Show that for each a in a group G, the centralizer of a is a subgroup of G.

41. Let G = {(1), (132) (46s) (78), (132\ (46s), (123(456), (123) (456)(78), (78)}

Then find (i) Orbit of 1,2,4&7
(ii) Stabilizer of 1 ,2, 4 & 7

42. (i) State and prove first lsomorphism theorem.

(ii) lf / is a homomorphism from a finite group G to O , tfren ll(O) OiviOes

lcl & lG l.

43. (i) Prove that, every permutation of a finite set can be written as a cycle or as a
product of disjoint cycles.

(ii) lf the pair of cycles a = (ar,ar,...,a,)and p =(b1,b2,...,b,) have no entries in
common, then show that aB = Pa .

44. (i) let z = 1... ...-2,-1,0,1,2,... ...1 and 42 = {... ... -8,4,0,4,8, ... ...} then
constsucl the factor group zl4z .

G) Let G be a finite Abelian group and let p be a prime that divides the order of
G- Tlsr p.o}t that G has an element of order p.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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PART _ A

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1. Define order and degree of a ordinary differential equation.

2. Solve !! = qv and vfi\ -- 2.
dx

3. Show that the differential equation (y2 * -s' x)ff = V sin2x is exact.

4 Solve the differential equation dI - xy.

5. Find the integrating factor of the difterential equation 4 + -I- -9-+----- - dx 1.t y'z l* y' '

6. Write the general form of Euler - Cauchy equation.

'fie

P.T.O.



7. Find the complementary function of the differential eguation 41 - 4 Scos x .

8. sotve the second order differential equation a'y^*29L=4xtolind!!.
dx dx

9. Showthat Y.,=e'and yz=xe' arc Linearly independent functions.

10. Define Basis of solutions of a differential equation y"+P(x)y'+Q(x)y = O .

(10x1=10Marks)

PART _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

11. Solve the drfferential equation ff-Zrv =lr.

t udf =0.12. Solve 3e'tany - ('l e' lsec' _ ,,

13. Find the integral factor ofthe differential equation !!nybnx=cos3x.
ox

'14. Solve the differential equation xy'+y -O.

15. Find the solution of the initial value problem y'=3s72s-v and y(O)=2.

16. Solve the differential equation ! =r-V-1.
dx

'17. Write a short note on a first-order linear and non-linear ordinary differential
equations.

18. Write the general form of Bernoulli equation.

19. Solve the differential equation y"+! =0.

20. Solve f"-! - x.

21. Find the solution otthe second order oDE, d'l--gg! ,zv=o.
dx

P - 24/17

-,



22. Find a particular integral for y" -3y'+2y = e' .

so'e x2{f +x4L*v =0.
dx

Write a differential equation of the form y"+ay'+by = 0 for which the functions

e7' and ea'lorm a basis.

Find a real general solution of x2 y"-2Oy =0.

Solve the differential equation lO2 + +O + +\, = O.

(8x2=16Marks)

PART _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

\
27. Solve cos(x - y)dx \3y' t- 2y cos(x , y )]dy , 0 .

28 Solve the differentral equ ation 
dy- . ?. 3!
dx y2x

24.

29.

31.

Solve the differential equation (ax + hy + g)dx + (hx + Oy + f )dy = 0.

Solve the differential eouation dL=!-*a
'dxx

Solve the Bernoulli s eouation {I t I- = 2x'dxx

Solve Differential equation g 
' L =y'log'dxx

"Ir)\. x,l

tyt.

x

33. Solve the second order ordinary differential equation (Cr'? * f! = srf r .

34. sorve ,z d'Y= * ,dY n 3^ = g 
.dx' dx Y'

35. Solve the differential equation ar?fi-ut-F-l!=o

P - 2487



36. solve ,'0,", -\r' " ,y)dL ,\y' ,yl o
dx' dx

37. Solve the initial value problem y"+y=0.001x'z;y(0)=0,y'(0)=1.5.

38. Using the method of variation of parameters find the particular integral of
f"+Y=secx'

(6x4=24Marks)
PART _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. (a) Solve the equalion (x2 sy2)dx + zxyay = o .

(b) Solve the Bernoulli differential equation, 
O! -, = ,r'.'dx'

40. (a) Solve the initial-value problem (2xcosy+ Sx'y)ax *\x3 x2siny-y)ay O;
y(0) = 2

dy _2x -5y +3
dx 2x+4y-O

41 . Solve the initial-value problem

(b) Solve the differential equation

(,.

blem

r 

-\ 
.

{x' + y' 
)dx - 

xdy =, 0, y(1)= 0

a, y'(o) = sa2. (a)

(b)

43. (a)

Solve the initial-value pro y"-y' 12y = o, y(o)=

Solve the differential equation, yzdx +(Sx-lpy =9.

Use the variation-of-parameters method to solve 4! * u = "o"u" 
,

dx'
subject to the boundary condilion s y(O) = y@lz) = O .

Find the general solution of the differential equation f"+4y =Ecoszx.

Solve the initial valuey"+3y'+2.25y = -1Oe 's', y(O)= t, y'(O)= O.

Find the solution of the Homogeneous Linear Equation
x2y"+2xy'-2Oy = xa .

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

(b)

44.(a)
(b)

P - 2487
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PART _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Deflne improper fractions.

2. Simplify 10 -(1-3F23 .

3. State the divisibility rule for dividing by 3.

4. Determine the place value of 3 in 547,398.

15. Convert 3: . into an imDrooer fraction.
2',\

6. Write 123.45 as a fraction.

P.T.O.



_. .2 7/_ Ftnd + -.OA

8. Find the mean of the first 10 even numbers.

L Define mode.

10. Define an obtuse triangle.

(10x1=10Marks)

PART _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

.10/
11. Find Yx:-l

725
.ta

12. Convert 2211 lnto an improper fraction...
25

13. Convert l-l into u mixed number.
25

14. Find the median of the first'10 prime numbers.

15. Simprify tt +s(t -"lof .

16. Find the prime factorisation of 320.

'17. Find the LCM of '17 and 19.

18. Write two equivalent fractions of 2/7.

19. Find the decimal equivalent of 34/99.

20. Find z!. s2 .57
21. Convert the fr action 3f7 to decimal form and then to percent form.

l. -.*!*

P - 2490



22. Solve x2-7x+12=0.

23. Define logarithm of a number.

za. evatuate ^11%,^l1Z..

25. Find the determinant of the matrix

26. Findthe adjointof the rrtri, [;

11 2 31

lo u ul

[run]

I
(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)

PART _ C

Answer. any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Simplify

28. Describe histograms with an example.

29. Find the weighted arithmetic mean of the first 10 even numbers with the first ten
odd numbers as the weights.

Find the LCM and cCD of 36 and 60.

State the three laws of exponents.

State the three laws of logarithms.

Find the inverse of tt'e matri, [1 2.l.

L3 4l

What percent of 320 is 2O? Express as a decimal after rounding.

Solve the quadratic equation 2x2 7x+5=O-

30.

Jl.

32.

34.

P - 2490
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36. Solve the simultaneous equations 2x +3y = 12 and 3x +2y =13.

37. Calculate the total simple interest on a loan of Rs. 10,000 at 5% annual interest
after 5 years and 6 months. Also find the total amount to be paid.

38. Construct a histogram for the frequency of prime numbers up to 25, with classes
of size 5: The classes are 1-5, 6-10,...,21-25, while the respective frequencies
are the number of primes among 1-5, number of primes among 6-10,.., number
of primes among 21-25.

(6x4=24Marks)
PART - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. Define mean, median, mode and weighted mean of a data set, illustrating each
with an example. Calculate all of them for the first 10 prime numbers. For
calculating the weighted mean, take the whole numbers 1 to '10 as the weights.

40. A bank offers loans under schemes. One, at a compound interest rate of '10%

annually; Another, at a simple interest of 15% annually. Which of the two
schemes ls beneficial if you need to tdke a loan of Rs. 1,00,000 for 3 years?
Does the answer change depending on the loan amount or the loan period?

41. Solve the system of equations by linding the inverse of the matrix:
x+2y+32=6
2x+3y+z=6.
3x+ y +22:6

42. Solve the system of equations by Crame/s Rule:
x+f+z:3

x+2y+32=6
2x+y+42=7

43. Describe the method to solve a general quadratic equation, stating the role of its
discriminant. Solve the quadratic equation 5x2 +1Qx -15 =0 .

44. Describe a Geometric Progression with example. Derive the expression for the
sum of its first n terms.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

,
: ffi
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